The Brotherhood of Man
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Across
1. People will better understand the gospel of the kingdom when
it is presented in terms expressive of this basic unit of
society
5. "Become interested in your _______; learn how to love them
and watch for the opportunity to do something for them
which you are sure they want done"
7. But only genuine and _________ love is truly contagious
12. If each mortal could only become a focus of dynamic
affection, this benign _____ of love would spead through
civilization
16. Brotherly affection would invariably manifest itself in unselfish
and loving social _______
17. Only _____ beings will ever seek for that spiritual insight
which is essential to living the Golden Rule
18. The kingdom of the ______ (God-like) brotherhood is still
alive and will eventually and certainly come forth...just as
surely as the butterfly eventually emerges...
20. Love the Lord your God with all your mind and soul and your
________ as yourself
21. On a confused and disordered planet like _______ achieving
brotherhood requires a much longer time and necessitates far
greater effort
25. This is the outworking of the divine and inner urge of life. It is
founded on understanding, nurtured by unselfish service, and
perfected in wisdom
26. _________ sovereignty - representative mankind government
- will bring lasting peace on earth..right now this climate is
sharply partisan
29. "By the spirit ______ of your lives impel souls to believe the
truth that man is a son of God, and that all men are
brethren."
30. At the ordination ceremony, Jesus placed the affairs of the
divine brotherhood of man under the _________ of human
minds
31. The ultimate goal of human ________, is the reverent
recognition of the fatherhood of God and the loving
materialization of the brotherhood of man

Down
2. Partaking of a common one of these was the earliest type of
social communion - think Last Supper
3. The good ______ of each man benefits all men
4. Jesus said, "I give you this new ___________: That you love
one another even as I have loved you."
6. It is important that each day you learn to love one more
_____ being
8. The institutionalized church became in the main, this kind of
public or collective brotherhood which effectively displaced
Jesus' ideal of a spiritual brotherhood.
9. Always must there be a Universal ______ before there can
ever be universal sonship and consequent universal
brotherhood
10. The feelings of the brotherhood of man are a manifestation of
________ - characterized by selfless generosity
11. You become conscious of man as your creature _______
because you are already conscious of God as your Creator
Father
13. The kingdom of heaven is neither a social nor economic
order; it is this kind of non-material brotherhood of Godknowing individuals
14. You cannot truly love your fellows by a mere act of this
15. This kind of religious experience brings man face to face with
the eternal realities of an ever-expanding and progressing
cosmic citizenship...sometimes, it's up close
19. The brotherhood of man is, after all, predicated on the
recognition of the Fatherhood of ___
22. This kind of revelation is essential to the realization of
brotherhood on Urantia...our personal experience can also be
called this
23. Communion is the beginning of group _______
24. This_______ of heaven which we proclaim is a spiritual
brotherhood
27. There is great hope for any ______ that validates the
brotherhood of man
28. Love is more catching than this hurtful feeling
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